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Abstract. Buying Gao was a famous scholar of ancient literature and literary selection in the republic of China, and a master of note-writing and textual research. After Mr. Buying Gao passed away, many relatives, friends and disciples published articles to commemorate him. We summarize the current research results, showing the research direction and characteristics, and lay a foundation for further research.
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1. Introduction

Buying Gao love the motherland, care about education, his patriotic feelings and the heart of education action, he and his colleagues Lu Xun for the ministry of education, two people close relations, and Lu Xun said “Lang fairy is a line not breach its learned” as a scholar, he deep extensive, rigor, in terms of textual research, depicting the left precious works, “The Bazhou Characters” load: “scholars for its by tongcheng Yao Shi bun depicting card” of the ancient language kind books for the deep pool and big ocean of knowledge, such as textual research in the world. “Mr. Kaisheng’s ancient texts brought to tongcheng by wu kai-sheng, who studied the poetry of huangjie in guangdong province, were described as “three unique texts of China” by Japanese scholars at that time. Three months after his death, Yang shuda was very sad to receive his obituary, and commented, angxian, longzheng, is a living, living man. After his death, there will be no scholars in the north. Buying Gao’s moral thinking has been widely praised by colleagues, students and later generations. After his death, some relatives and friends wrote articles to recall and commemorate him. Step into the seven, since the eighty s, Buying Gao by scholars focus on the academic achievements, his book, “The Ancient Language Class Code”, “A Summarization on the Pre-qin Culture, with bamo ayi”, “A Summarization on The Wei Jin Southern and Northern Dynasties”, “Tang Song Wen-jue”, “A Summarization on the Poetry of Tang and Song Dynasty”, “The Analects Lee Note Righteousness Thin Successively Reprint”, although achievements benefit academia, but has not caught the attention of scholars, the researchers also are numbered.

2. About the Memory of the Buying Gao Article

This essay is mainly written by Buying Gao’s relatives, friends, students and postgraduates. It mainly introduces Buying Gao's life stories and works to express his respect and memory for him.

Wang senran’s commentaries on Mr. Buying Gao, collected from the second commentaries on famous modern scholars, were published in the 5th and 6th issues of beihua monthly in 1941, the year after Buying Gao died. Wang senran, formerly known as Wang Yue, between 1919 and 1922 in the national Beijing normal university to study, and in 1927 to Beijing normal university Ren Guowen faculty, Buying Gao in 1922 at the invitation of the bao-quan Chen to the national Beijing normal university, during which two people from the teachers and students to colleagues had two intersections, especially in 1927, two people with Ren Guowen course, life and mutual contacts FanZengXiang, qi baishi, Fu Zengxiang, Wu Chengshi, Qian Xuantong, Li Jinxi celebrities of the republic of China, so know a Buying Gao wang senran, known theory can achieve. Wang senran said in the preface to the continuation of twenty commentaries of modern times, “truth is the basis of biographical literature, and thought is the soul of biographical literature.” therefore, wang senran wrote Buying Gao’s morality and thoughts objectively and truly. Wang senran history in the book describes the Buying Gao’s CV, with literature and elsewhere are earnest instructions, such as the
long DingXing college and to lianchi college study with Mr Wu rulun time has the problem, in the book debate yue: “Mr DingXing academy mountain for long,” practice “(Liu Pei extremely high step Mr Ying practice) call for DingXing academy mountain long before, and by mistake”.And through specific examples to tell the straight character of Mr. Rigorous attitude.

Cheng jinzhaoo “Buying Gao chuanlue and postscript” published in 1983 in “jinyang academic journal”, in fact, “Buying Gao chuanlue” was written in 1941, after the note: "this article for Mr. Gao died the next year (1941), chengyu jiuyu, Chen yuan an two gentleman's advice, grass this", formerly known as “Mr.Followed in 1982 and 1988, respectively, to write “Brief Postscript”and “Memories of Past Mr Buying Gao Lang Fairy”, which can be seen from different aspects is addition to the “profile”, especially “The Memories of Past Mr Buying Gao Lang Fairy”penny from oneself or elder face to face with the handover with the Buying Gao step to write Buying Gao is, for the teacher, a scholar of daily events, better stereoscopic write Buying Gao character, academic ideas and results.

Yu xiang Yao “Buying Gao thought and Works in the High Steps Peace Daily ”publis hed in nanjing in 1947, formerly known as"Wind and Cloud, mr.gao Readers”, the article divides the profile and the two parts, the thoughts and works in the profile section tells Mr At the ministry of education planning during the “Ten No One”, is “holding speeches by actively, compiled more than 60 kinds of” popular education books, in the “chi”by to resign, the cause of national education efforts by the scholars attention.Next from the research method, the service mother to filial piety, treats the friend, the way of dealing with the world, the promotion and the advancement, does not forget the national essence, the great section lingan, the book and so on eight aspects brief introduction gentleman's thought and the achievement.

The biography of Mr. Gaoxian written by Binghe Shang should have been written shortly after Buying Gao's death, and the collection of biographies of figures of the republic of China is now included. From the perspective of Binghe Shang and the years of birth and death, this article should have been written before 1950.Step is adhered to and worked with Buying Gao Rulun Wu at lianchi college under common learning, followed by many years together and taught at gathers up college, university of China, lianchi college, etc., after the Marco Polo bridge incident, two people holding the patriotic not cooperate with supported puppet, were shuttered, not return, that occupy the home is close communication with two people, also has a profound friendship.So after gao bu ying died, Binghe Shang passed it on as a souvenir.The transmission said: “you hate not close to the industry tongcheng Mr. Wu zhifu, is that its suicide letter and private shu it, all its biography”, explained the high step ying shi wu ru lun before and after the process, is a very precious material.

Yao gao shufang's “in memory of my late father Mr. Gao bu ying”, published in biography literature in Taiwan in 1970, is about gao bu ying’s achievements during his tenure as director-general, such as setting up the research institute of popular education, expanding the Beijing normal university library, and guiding the storytelling improvement association.At home to enjoy her mother's home details;Contacts with Chen shizeng, fan zengxiang and wu kai-sheng;An interesting event in the poetry club;His wife bian's character and other documents, he rarely mentioned, more can add to our full understanding of the tall yingren.

Into the 80 s, with the development of social construction and reform and opening up, the more and more carry forward the traditional culture, high step Mr Ying to make great contributions to the traditional culture, especially in the aspect of textual research, notes, collating the great achievements in the new century also gradually been realized, the ancient language class code , “bamo ayi.”a summarization on the pre-qin culture, bamo ayi. “A Summarization on the Wei Wen”a summarization on the northern and southern dynasties to the published successively, the analects lee note righteousness thin also is able to reprint and let more learners as a treasure of the paperwork.His students gu xuejie, wan fuzeng, later zhang qinzhi, nie shiqiao, wang tongce have written to commemorate gao bu ying, in addition to the above description of his life, high section and other deeds, pay more attention to the study of his notes, notes to the evaluation.Which Zhang Qizhi study case of the republic of China, high step ying study case will be high step ying research methods “inherit” school“, honest
truth and not acceptable from”, and specifically introduced its academic point, a detailed description of its main writings, so that I cannot pay more attention to its academic achievements, in order to benefit.Gu xuejie, master of paper certificate and textual research -- Mr. Gao bo ying, also tells the story of gao bo ying's artificial learning according to his own experience of learning and communication.In gao bu ying: a profound exegesis and exegesis master, wang tongce not only introduced his great achievements in exegesis and exegesis, but also introduced the writing characteristics of wen xuan li annotating yi shu and guwenci class zujian, giving high comments on the book, with emphasis on promoting the book to xueyin.

In addition, there are nie shiqiao's “ancient classics historian gao bu ying”, sun jimin, wu baoxiao's “yanzhao historical and cultural celebrities”, jiang jian's “hua shanshan elegant gao bu ying” and various dictionaries of gao bu ying introduction.

3. Research on Buying Gao You and Academia

In recent years, the research on Mr. Buying Gao's life and academic works has been on the rise, with some single papers, master’s theses and doctoral theses appearing, and the research on Buying Gao’s social activities, academic thoughts and academic achievements showing a meticulous and specific trend.

3.1 Research on Buying Gao

The basis of literary criticism and research is the soul of literary criticism and research.Buying Gao, under the tide of the new culture movement to overthrow the “tongcheng absurdo and the evildoing of selective studies”, still can stick to the traditional cultural position, regardless of sects or portals, and make great efforts in ancient prose, parallel prose, history and classics, and achieve fruitful results.So how to find Buying Gao, a great ancient writer, a note-taker and a patriot, and how to give Buying Gao a real and historical determination, only by knowing people and judging the world, can we find out the roots and feel the bottom.Therefore, it is necessary and necessary to study the Buying Gao individuals.

Step for high ying friends study is more focus on Zhao Chengjie, successively in Buying Gao on writing “Buying Gao on the new card”, “ying lu xun and high step on test theory”, “He Bao diary really seen high step of ying writings on paper, such as the high step ying circle of friends as well as the relationship between lu xun and He Bao really to carry on the literature review.Among them, the new certificate of high-stepping yingyu makes an investigation of the daily communication of Buying Gao from the perspectives of senior scholars, close friends, former colleagues and students, and gives a brief introduction of the life places of some of the intimate contacts and their comments on Buying Gao.Based on lu xun's diary, lu xun and gao bu ying made a detailed analysis of the exchanges between Lu Xun and Buying Gao, and introduced the close exchanges between Lu Xun and Buying Gao in terms of work, books and academic thoughts during the more than ten years of Lu Xun’s work in Beijing's ministry of education. “He Bao really diary” can see the Buying Gao writings on article mainly inspects listed in He Bao really Chronicles He Bao true and high step on contents of ying, from diary records the speech content of textual research on the Buying Gao the ancient language class code of the time, an invitation from the diary record crowd of high step on range and level of ying reclassify, and mentioned the Buying Gao on the new certificate of friends figure didn't notice.

Xiao-liang zhao in his doctoral thesis studies of past dynasties text JuYao train in the Buying Gao circle of life and scholars on “chapter, according to the Buying Gao's life experience, as time is limited, according to the early years (1873-1902), prime (1903-1931), in his later years (1931-1940), three times its lateral exchanges, including prime and fractionation, returned, the ministry of education, his tenure at Beijing normal university, cultural celebrities on four scope.Zhao xiaoliang makes a detailed analysis of Buying Gao's communication with his friends in order to show his humanity and learning.The high step ying to arrange best.i hanhai “in detail depending on the spool hanhai related content, Buying Gao doing scholarly research spirit.
However, due to the lack of literature and materials on his life, we can only get a fraction of his friends, relatives and disciples’ narration, and the diaries of relevant friends. What we really see is just the tip of the iceberg.

### 3.2 Research on Buying Gao Xue

Yao gao shufang said in the memory of his late father, Mr. Buying Gao, “my father has a strong endowment, a great body, a bright mind, and talent.” Buying Gao learned pian wen from his early years, and later he went to lianchi academy in baoding to learn ancient Chinese prose from wu rulun. “through the classics and history, through acupoints and training, especially the ‘three rites’”, he also excelled in pian prose. Buying Gao Xue scholarship method is just, wang tongce said, (Buying Gao Xue) scholarship to abide by the orthodox han Confucianism, to be accurate, reference. But not conformist, and change many teachers, widely absorb the long.

Buying Gao’s textual research was called one of the “three wonders of China” by Japanese scholars in the republic of China.

His achievements in textual criticism, annotation and collation were highly praised by his teachers, friends and later scholars. However, the real specific research on his academic achievements began in the 1920s, so Mr. Buying Gao’s legacy of thousands of years makes us inherit and carry forward the treasure we need to dig today.

Wang senran said in the commentary on hikstep yingchuan, "but Mr. Zhang wrote all his life and did not publish speaking out of turn. After 16 years of the republic of China, it began to be published to meet the needs of the public. Zhao Chengjie step after hard to collect, sort out the high ying's works, from the Buying Gao writings examination, compile writings by the Buying Gao life works, paper publishing time, version, and collection, and so on and so forth the comb, and main content and research status of some works, paper, step, according to the author finishing Buying Gao has a book (from alone, and written), a total of 43 species, which has not been published in 13 species; A total of 11 papers have been published, but the number is still up for debate.

### 4. Research on Buying Gao Wen Anthology

Reprint the Cao Daoheng by zhonghua book company, 1985 Shen Yucheng checking step high ying li on the selection of righteousness thin "cao, shen in preface spoke highly of the book" the high step of Mr Ying li on the selection of righteousness thin" is summarized these scholars (selected works of qing dynasty famous scientist wang division over Korea, Sun Zhizu, xiao ke, Hu Kejia, etc.) added the results of his many exquisite views of complete works", and analyses the book in the collating, textual research achievements and deficiencies. However, the publication of this book has not attracted the attention of most scholars.

Ye Zhengluo li note righteousness shu reviewed the selection of the cao, Shen Hou first to review this book, affirmation of the research methods of Buying Gao, "Buying Gao qing dynasty inherited the 'school' research method, carry on the business acumen, textual research strengths, and please 'by this ancient school of prejudice, allowing the righteous hydrophobic outstanding achievements".

Wang liqun analyzed Buying Gao's achievements in the study of literary selection in modern > history of literary selection, said that the study of literary selection created "modern study of literary selection" and was "the first work to study the study of literary selection as a whole in the 20th century". The selected works of the li note righteousness thin "is" the selection of literary works of philology research work model ", is "qing dynasty Confucianism, sorting, studies the selection of literary works Li Shan note masterpiece", and regret to say: "the history of modern literary works of gause righteousness thin has not given due attention, in addition to Cao Daoheng, Shen Yucheng for the righteous hydrophobic" preface "spoke highly of the high's contribution, others are rarely simple pen".

Selected works of a few years later, scientists MuKeHong in the high step ying and learn > < analects studies, the article once again from the annotation, collating, textual research, reviews the
four aspects of Buying Gao learning achievement of the analects, unlike other scholars, the first time he noticed that high step ying bamo ayi. "a summarization on the two Chinese, bamo ayi." a summarization on the wei wen, bamo ayi. "a summarization on the northern and southern dynasties to the three literary works of the book, expanding the scope of the book on the theory of the selected works of Buying Gao.

In addition, wu yun's studies on medieval literature in the 20th century, Lin yingde's studies on wenxuan and tang poetry creation, fu gang's studies on wenxuan edition, etc., all mentioned gao buying as a scholar who succeeded huang kan in his studies on wenxuan in the 20th century.

At present, studies on gao bu ying's literary selections as master's and doctor's theses include zhang yan's studies on li annotating yi shu in literary selections, ma fei's studies on gao bu ying annotating yi shu in literary selections, and a chapter of zhao xiaoliang's studies on ancient literary passages.

Zhang yan studied yishu from the perspective of primary school, and analyzed gao boying's collating content, exegetical interpretation and research methods. From the perspective of philology, ma fei makes a brief analysis of the contents, methods and shortcomings of the documentary evidence in yishu.

Xiao-liang zhao in the starting tang JuYao on study of selected works of high step ying "bamo ayi." a summarization on the two Chinese, with bamo ayi. "a summarization on the wei wen, 54 of bamo ayi."a summarization on the northern and southern dynasties to the article analyses the literary works by the traditional shu zheng, collating, textual research methods of inheritance, by analysis of the historical context and workshop content and the characteristic, to summarize the theory article, li note righteousness also pointed out in the cases of invention on finishing Li Shan note contribution, etc.But does not involve gao bu ying "ancient ci class zujian" in "wen xuan" and "wen xuan li notes yi shu", obviously is not enough for gao bu ying wenxuan study.

Buying Gao’s “li annotating yi shu” has been widely praised, but its complexity has also been recognized by many scholars. Chen yanjia, an expert in literary selection, made a special discussion on this in his article “li annotating yi shu”, and provided evidence and analysis on specific issues, and analyzed the origin of complicated textual research.

5. Research on the Series of Ancient Chinese Texts of Buying Gao

During his lifetime, only wen ju yao of tang and song dynasties (eight volumes of book a, four volumes of book b) and poems of tang and song dynasties (all eight volumes) were published. On October 8, 1935, the Buying Gao presented the tang wen-jue soong to eight have a plait and Yang Shuda Yang Shuda said “comment full and clear, wei note also”, the liberation of the two books have many editions, visible two books are very popular with learners, its bamo ayi. “a summarization on the pre-qin culture, with bamo ayi.” a summarization on the two Chinese, with bamo ayi. “a summarization on the wei wen, bamo ayi.” a summarization on the northern and southern dynasties, at the end of the 20th century by successively published by zhonghua book company, Hu Junlin in pre-qin period to the JuYao proofreading postscript, “wrote:” early school days, high step Mr Ying bamo ayi. “a summarization on the poetry of tang and song dynasty, the tang wen-jue soong to books, is often buy the pillow beside, read from time to time:In recent years, I have served as a teacher of classical literature, and they have become a necessary book for my desk.this paper also analyzes the value of the book compared with other books from three aspects: collating and judging the standard texts, annotating laws and regulations, and compiling relevant materials in detail.Buying Gao has been studying for many years, and its academic value has not been discovered until the 20's of the 21st century.

Buying Gao studied ancient Chinese classics from Wu Rulun. Although he had no family views, he was deeply influenced by wu and was called tongcheng post-school in ancient Chinese classics. Therefore, scholars studied the relationship between selected texts and tongcheng school.JuYao Hu Chuanzhi “tang poetry and the song” and tongcheng school poetics is first affirmed the bamo ayi. “a summarization on the poetry of tang and song dynasty” a strong color of tongcheng school, and
from bamo ayi. “a summarization on the poetry of tang and song dynasty poetics by tongcheng school Yao Fan, Yao Nai, Fang Shiju, Fang Dong tree, zeng guofan, wu rulun and wu author born poetics influence to analyze its relationship with tongcheng poetics.Zheng kaige ”from “ancient wenbi class compiled “ to “tang and song wenju to” —— and on gao bu ying’s inheritance and development of yao nai’s article ideas“from the”tang and song wenju”selected text, comments, notes and other aspects of the analysis of the”ancient wenbi class compiled“inheritance and development.Mo shanhong pointed out in his essay on the concept of gao bu ying's essay, which does not put aside pian, that gao bu ying’s essay was"a great classical essay based on the classical prose of the eight masters of the tang and song dynasties", and analyzed the personal factors, the relationship between teachers and students, and the background of The Times.Zheng xue’s tongcheng school poetics and modern context —Buying Gao’s debate on tang and song poems discusses the compilation basis of tang and song poems, and points out that it inherited the compilation consciousness from tongcheng masters such as zeng guofan and wu rulun, and adopted the advantages of sinology.At the same time, the modern view of literary history and the writing standard of university lecture notes are also permeated into it .All the essays discussed the relationship between this book and tongcheng’s poetics, and also explored its characteristics beyond tongcheng’s influence.

Based on the analysis of the purpose and standard of the compilation of this book, tai min analyzed the characteristics and achievements of this book in the aspects of the interpretation of the poem style, the biography of the poet, the annotation and the collection of comments, and pointed out the significance of this book in the history of poetics.Although tai min talked about the compilation and achievement of tang and song poems from a new perspective to avoid the influence of tongcheng poetics on this book, he undoubtedly had a unique vision, but not to talk about it does not mean that there is no relationship between this book and tongcheng poetics.

Masters thesis Han Chuanhui research of wen-jue soong to “tang Zheng Kaige research of wen-jue soong to”, “tang wang ping the JuYao”, “tang poetry and the song research”, xiao-liang zhao studies of past dynasties text JuYao also from the high step ying bamo ayi. "a summarization on the tang poetry (article) and the relationship of tongcheng school.

Han chuanhui’s studies on Tang and Song Wenju and Wang Ping's Studies on tang and song poetry mainly studied the inheritance and breakthrough of tongcheng school through the comparison with other anthologies of tongcheng school in the aspects of selection, annotation and comments.

Zheng kaige’s research on gobi ying’s research on > in wenju of tang dynasty and song dynasty discusses the characteristics of the book and gobi ying's ideas from three aspects: selected text, comments and notes.Under the influence of the new culture movement and the ancient wenbi class zuan, this paper examines the time when the book was written and its academic background, points out the selection criteria of “the outline of development”from the author, quantity and other factors, and analyzes the features of the book's comments and notes.

Zhao xiaoliang holds that the selected texts of gaobing’s past dynasties carry the literary education, as well as the characteristics of textbooks and selected texts.This paper analyzes the two meanings of the selected text, one is the selected text of the historical significance of the republic of China period, the other is the selected text of the modern transmission of tongcheng school.In addition, gao buying’s research achievements, characteristics and achievements of textual research, and ideas of essay study are also investigated.

Through the analysis of the research, from the research scope, the individual preference of Mr. Tang and song dynasties anthology, other sites less scholars, from the research content most of the scholars from the macroscopic pay attention to the selection of the anthology, characteristics of annotation, and inherited relationship, high step Mr Ying bi dispersed in study on its lifetime of hard put his ideas into is far from being carefully.
6. **About Buying Gao “Guwenci ClassZujian Research”**

Fu-xing Chen’s lifted up high, and the step drill of the even stronger than before — read Buying Gao ancient language class code depicting “is highly praised the book, called”Buying Gao of the ancient language class code “inherited and creatively developed Tang Lishan” taken note “of literary annotation study principle and method of”, for example Buying Gao depicting the use method principle, dispersed Zhou Yan detailed, the more valuable is the proverb interpretation “of the ancient language class code,”wen xin purport, observe subtle, deep insight, in depicting many between the interpretation of the scourge monarch into the reason of scored, depicting interpretation of the book to yao every one class, gause which collect opinions, A detailed analysis of the concepts contained in this body and its evolution.

Zhao shuang's article “a preliminary study on the writing time and characteristics of guwenzi zuanxian”, after investigation, the writing time of this book is scheduled to be between 1912 and 1927, and the completion time of this book needs to be further accurate.

It is a pity that no one has talked about the specific achievements of guwenzi class zujian in the field of writing documents.
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